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Abstract 

Abu Hammoudeh, Wafaa Hussein (2018). The dependency of 

Jordanian youth on criticism of sarcastic comedy programs at Roya 

TV in shapping perspective that related to local political 

issues:"Yarmouk University students as A model". Master Thesis, 

Faculty of Media, Yarmouk University. 

Supervised by: prof. Tahseen Mansour 

The study aims to identify the extent to which young Jordanians 

have relied on the sarcasm comedy programs  of  Roya T.V channel in 

shaping  their attitudes towards local political issues. 

In this study, the researcher used the survey method. The study 

population  consisted  of  a sample of (304) students from the Faculty of 

Media and the Political Science Department at Yarmouk University 

(bachelor degree). To enrich the research; The researcher relied on (4) 

providers of satirical programs in Roya T.V channel in Jordan and also 

relied on professors from the Faculty of Media and the Department of 

Political Science. 

The study revealed that (64.1%) of the study sample watched the 

sarcasm comedy programs of Roya T.V channel, and that the reliance of 

the respondents on these programs came to a medium degree by (68.7%).       



 
 

  The study revealed the social networking sites is the first source 

that contributed to shaping the youth political orientations trends with an 

average of (2.62), the study found that Roya T.V Channel came in the 

first place among the Jordanian channels that contributed to shaping 

youth attitudes towards local political issues with an average of ( 9.01). 

The study found that the most important reasons for Jordanian 

youth to rely on sarcasm comedy programs are "using a comic method 

that makes me get political information and understand it faster than 

serious political programs." The category "I get information that 

Contribute to shapping my perspective to local political issues" ranked 

first in goals accreditation. 

Corruption cases ranked first among the local political issues that 

contributed to shaping the attitudes of the respondents in the sarcasm 

comedy programs with an average of (2.74). The study also found that 

the cognitive effects ranked first in terms of the effects of the sample 

adoption on sarcasm comedy programs in Roya T.V channel with an 

average of (2.51). 
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